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WWSU 106.9 FM voices concern to FCC
which would push WWSU's signal
•Other station
completely out of Dayton and would
cut off an entire comer of our listening
may overlap
area." said Hughes.
WWSU. along with the Union
WWSU frequencyGeneral
Council, wrote a letter of con•*amngec4@vvri^!tedu
WWSU. Wright State's radio station, has voiced concerns with the FCC
over a new local radio station's attempt
to possibly overlap with WWSU frequencies
The new station, part of Clear
Channel Corporation, is applying to the
FCC to obtain the 106.7 frequency.
said Bill Shepard, director of the Student Union.
The primary concern lor WWSU is
the fact that the Clear Channel station
is trying to put a repeater on their system. said Matt Hughes, general manager for WWSU. The repeater, something
used by the station to increase wattage,
will overlap with the air space that is
currently sanctioned for WWSU.
Tom Salvatierra, a HV St 106.9 FM station volunteer, speaks on Jason Stark V "Couple Huns"By
of putting a repeater on their sigTransmission " alternative radio show, which airs on Mondays at noon.
nal tower, their sienal grows stronger.

cern to the FCC about the new station,
but have yet to hear any form of
response. "The station is close enough
to our station to affect our coverage
and that's why we are holding our position on how we do not want them to
put up a repeater, because it will break
• into our signal." said Hughes
Upon review of Clear Channel's
application, if approved, the FCC will
give WSU a 15-day window to file a
formal objection. "We believe Clear
Channel's application will be reviewed
by the FCC sometime in the winter."
said Shepard.
If the station docs not put a
repeater on their signal tower WWSU
will not be affected by them, said
Hughes. "Their signal will be coming
in right when our signal is going out.
so it would not be a problem."
However, if the station is approved
-WWSl" continued on page 4

Senators draft letter to Bush, military in question
?amnge»:4@wTightethi

Senator Teresa Fedor. along with
six other Ohio State Senators, sent
President George W. Bush a letter
regarding the mistreatment of Ohio
Army Reserve and National Guard
members.
"I think their letter is very telling
and very much representative of what
they're probably hearing from voters
all around the state," said Dr. Robert
Adams, associate professor of political
science and director of the social science education program.
Within the letter, Senate members
raised concerns with the President's
deployment rate and also the duration
of time that the Army Reserves and

Military 2003 Recruitment
T h e Air Force enlisted 32,000 new airmen.
Air Force "first term" re-enlisted at a 60 percent rate.
The Navy enlisted 41,767 new sailors.
Navy, "Zone A" re-enlistment rate from
Oct. 2002 to June 2003 was 70.3percent.
The Arrny has recruited 67,354 soldiers.
The Army 14,599 soldiers re-upped, for
106 percent of the retention target.
T h e M a r i n e C o r p s "shipped" 38,914 recruits to its two training bases.
National Guard members are stationed
overseas.
"Soldiers need a fair treatment and
the twelve month duration needs to
start the minute they're activated rather
than when their boots hit the sand in
Iraq," said Fedor.

As a veteran of the Air National
Guard. Fedor said she is personally
concerned with how Army Reserve and
National Guard members are being
taken advantage of. "I know the role of
active duty members and 1 know the
role of National Guard and Army

Reserve members and for them to serve
longer than an Active Duty member is
deplorable."
having long durations of time
stationed overseas, the National Guard
and Army Reserves are receiving little
to no time off for rest and relaxation,
she said. To make matters even worse,
they are also not given the proper
equipment needed to properly tight in
Iraq.
"I feel like they arc the duct tape
and string army even though they are
fighting just as hard as the active duty
members." said Fedor. "We are sending
S87 billion over, yet our men and
women are not even protecfed."
Other state senators, such as Senator Robert Hagan, agree and support
"Military** continued on pace 5
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Open 7 days a week (9am - 5pm)
g*-

O v e r 3 0 0 A i r c r a f t 8. M i s s i l e s
P l u s visit the M u s e u m ' s
I M A X ® Theatre
(937) 253-IMAX
O u t s i d e D a y t o n , O h i o - H o m e of t h e W r i g h t B r o t h e r s
(937) 2fift-3286 for M u s n u m Info o r w w w . a f m u s o u m c o m

To better serve you,

Dayton Wireless Audio F/X

26 Woodman Drive •Airway Shopping Center • Across from Qassic McDcnakls

you c a n n o w a r d o r

T • -Mobile

yertrpn

your parking p e r m i t

15% Off any purchase
including car audio.

Dayton Wireless Audio F/X

Dayton Wireless Audio F/X

o n ROX!

C O M E OUT FOR MONDAY
FOOD AND DRINK

Check it out!

rox.wright.edu

j contact rWUxr

;FREE Car Charger
Chai... with leaner!
Case P
Purchase
ur-'—

NIGHT FOOTBALL!
SPECIALS!

10% OFF WITH WSU I.D *
Across from W S U • 427-3000
'Alcohol and/or gratuity not I
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Bowling!
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Game!
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Union Market receives award for design
• National magazine
recognizes VVSU for
project architecture
By Monro WBiirts
The American School <& University
magazine presented WSU with an
award for the best higher education
design project in the nation, for the
university's work on the Union Market.
Joe Argon, the editor-in-chief of
American School & University Magazine, presented the Collegiate Citation
award to President Kim Goldenberg. at
a ceremony in the Union Market's
Hearth Lounge.
The Collegiate Citation is "the
highest honor for higher education interior design, architecture, graphics," said
Argon. The magazine has given this
award for twenty-one years; and WSU
was picked from a field of 140 new
projects that were judged this year.
The awsrd is decided by a panel of
jurors, who are brought in from all
across the country. They are made up
of kindergarten though high school
administrators, college administrators,
and architects, said Argon. They go
through hundreds of projects through
the course of two days before making a

tions lor food. My old college had a
similar setup, and I'd say theirs was
just as good as this one."
The I inion Market's lontl service
was actually one of the main reasons
for the award. In the American School
and University magazine, the Jury said.
"Students are interested in high-quality

hrff r m

IMM

"Students are interested in highquality food, more flexibility in
service hours, and increased speed
of service."
American School and
University, magazine jury

food, more flexibility in service hours,
and increased speed of service. This
The American School & I nhersity magtoru- nametl Wight State "baa" in thefieldof higher design solves these problems in a
physical and functional way by using a
education for its design ofthe ' •don Market on the secondfloor ofthe Student Union.
marketplace concept of food delivdecision.
"I think that the jury made an
ery..."
"This was the final step to our
excellent decision and I think it docs
Wright State contracted Levin
campus wide master plan to redesign
the Collegiate Citation well," said
Porter Associates, an architectural firm,
for service," Richard Doty, the Media
Argon
to design the Union Market. Levin
Relations Manager at Wright State.
However, some WSU students disPorter has received design awards dat"We went from having seven locations
agree with the recognition that the food ing back to 1965 and was also responkind of spread out, to concentrating our court has received.
sible for the design of the Student Serman and horsepower into two different
"I'm kind of surprised," said Serena vices Center, Millett Hall, and the Russ
concepts: the Hangar, which is our
Bracewell, a Wright State graduate stuEngineering Center. Millett Hall was
grab-and-go fast food location, and the
dent majoring in history. "I know that
also featured in the magazine under the
Union Market for the more upscale,
there's a lot of universities with a
category of Outstanding Interior Renofrill service kind."
similar setup, but with different stavations.

Cases of identity theft increase nationally
• Officials advise close
watch on financial records
Efy iames R. Brandewie
Identity theft increased from 1.9
percent up to 3.4 percent, which
approximately 7 million Americans,
according to a survey performed by a
national research firm.
The survey was conducted by Gartner Inc., a Connecticut research and
advisory firm and took place over a 12month period, in which 2.445 households were questioned.
"Identity theft is the nation's number one growing crime." said Michael
Booher attorney for WSU's Student
Legal Services. The university has
dealt with a few cases, in the past, here
at Wright State.
"It is definitely on the rise." said
Scott Ashelman attorney for WSU's
Student Legal Serv ices.
The best way to avoid identity theft
is watch who you give information to,
said Ashelman. Additionally, individuals should always shred or burn
receipts, and never leave credit card
and other items with personal information lying around and unattended.

"Identity theft is not necessarily a
high-tech crime and can just as easily
damage the credit reputations of lowtech adults who don't spend any time
on the Internet." said Avivah Litan,
Vice President and Research Director
for Gartner. "More than half of all
identity thefts, where the method of
theft is documented, are committed by
criminals that have established relationships with their victims, such as family
members, roommates, neighbors or coworkers."
Students, such as Jack Prenger, a
graduate student at WSU, have taken
measures to diminish the likelihood of
identity theft.
"1 make sure I rip up all receipts
with any part of my credit card number. name or any identification on it,"
said Jack Prenger a graduate student,
"You never can be too careful "
Credit card companies and other
institutions usually have a privacy policy. and colleges are controlled under
Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act, said Joyce Hail, associate registrar.
"We never give out social security
numbers or students' grades without a
signed release from students," said

IDEMT1FICATIOH CARD

Prevent Identity Theft
FTC's Identity Theft Hotline
toll-free 1-B77-IDTHEFT
(438-4338);
TDD: 1-866-653-4261

• B e f o r e revealing personal identifying information, find out how it will be
• u s e d . Ask if you can you choose to have it kept confidential.
• E n s u r e your bills are regular. Follow up. if bills don't arrive on time.
• S h o w your Social Security number only when absolutely necessary.
Ask to use other types of identifiers when possible.
Actually carrying a lot of identifications on your person is not a good
thing. Minimize the identification information to the bare necessities
and what will help identify you in case of an emergency.
For a copy of your credit report write the three credit reporting agencies every year. Make sure it's accurate and includes only those activi
ties you've authorized, www.ftc.gov
Each personal ID should be in a safe place; tear them up when you
don't need them anymore. Make sure read mail is disposed of.
Hail. "We are very cautious about and
very careful about releasing any information about a student."
Consumers should order a credit
report on a regular basis, once a year or'
once every six months depending on
the level of concern, said Ashelman.
Once the consumer has the report they

should look for things that they don't
remember purchasing. If the consumer
believes he or she is being targeted by
theft, then he or she should call the
credit bureau and ask them to put a
fraud alert on his or her account.
"The best cure is prevention,"
Ashelman continued.

News
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" W W S I " continued from pace 1

W W S U is faced with a diminished
audience area, said Shepard. " T h e F C C
j u s , needs t o understand that W W S U is
completely run b y the students at W S U
and w e are an extremely localized station. T h e target audience is the W S U
students, but w e need t o g o beyond the
c o n f i n e s o f the residents that live on
W S U ' s c a m p u s and reach out to the
local area to fully reach all o f our audience."
Clear C h a n n e l Corporation is o n e

of the t o p three c o n g l o m e r a t e s I h e
Dayton area and is increasing the n u m ber of stations they o w n ev eryday, said
Dave Baxter, lecturer o f c o m m u n i c a tions and faculty mentor for W W S U .
C l e a r C h a n n e l h a s purchased a n u m b e r
o f smaller stations. T h e last n u m b e r
that Baxter saw reported that C l e a r
C h a n n e l o w n e d aboui 1.231 radio stations in the United States, which is 9 6 7
more stations than C u m u l u s the second highest conglomerate.

Seth IMihoa. IVrighl State senior men V basketball phnvr. scored 20 /witits aiul 10 rebounds at
Sunday V name again* ('ouches i*. ( oncer, a learn oj former collegiate playvrs, he/ore the Haiders
hst87S6.
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Letters to the Editor

tor* and staff
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(if applicable)
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Guardian Phone Numbers
Editor in Chief: 775-55341 News & Sports: 775-5538 | Scene & Opinion: 775-55361
Advertising: 775-5537 | Fax: 775-5535

US Radio Format
Format Name
# of US Stations 2001
1. Country
2. News/News-Talk
3. Oldies
4. Adult Contemporary (Soft Pop/Rock)
5. Spanish
6. Religion
7. Talk
8. Religious Contemporary (Religious Rock)
9. Current Pop / 1940s-1980s Pop
10. Contemporary (Top 40)
11. Variety (4 or more formats)
12. R&B Urban/Urban Contemporary
13. Hot Adult Contemporary
14. Soft Adult Contemporary
363
15. Sports
16. Classic Rock 1960s,70s,80s
17. Adult Alternative (Eclectic)
18. Southern Gospel
19. Album "mainstream"Rock/Metal
20. Black Gospel
21 .Classic Hits/1970s
22. New/Modern Rock "alternative"
23. Fine Arts/Classical
24. Jazz
25. Soft Urban Contemporary (smooth jazz)
w wwtheguardiano
Updated every Wednesday.

CONGRATULATIONS
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rAventis
NEED EXTRA
INCOME?
Have A Few
Extra Hours?
Aventis Bio-Services, the global
leader in plasma collection
offers a fast, safe and easy way
for you to make extra incomeyou can make up >o $25
on your first visit!
Come to our center-clean and
convenient-and give plasma.
Donors are generously
rewarded., and peoples
lives are saved.
165 E. Helena St
Dayton, OH
(937) 224-1973
Open Monday-Saturday
Call for Appointment

2,169
924
800
743
718
714
682
605
597
506
442
417
380

359
351
326
298
294
282
263
159
148
147
125

COLLEGE ID THURSDAYS
20% OFF
YOUR DINING PURCHASE

All Day Thursday
Must present college ID to receive discount.
Not valid with any other discounts
Alcohol & gratuity not Included.
j*Jt> T H K «>>.

SPAGHETTI
WAREHOUSE
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36 W. Fifth Street • Downtown Dayton

Congratulations
Graduates!
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,

2344 Grange Hal! Rd.
Beauercreek

431-8751
Show Student ID
to Receiue a 10% discount.
Only S9.90 for a haircut.
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AHSA participates in national conference
• Nine students to travel
to Kansas City to net
work with non-profit
organizations
By Joceiyn Horison
Km*5@*ri£itedu

Tlte American Humanics Student
Association will be traveling to Kansas
City in January for the annual National
American Humanics Management
Institute. Nine students from WSU and
approximately 80 other colleges and
nonprofit organizations will be participating.
Currently, students are participating
in the program at WSU, said Mary
Wenning, Program Director and Assistant Professor of Urban Affairs. The
goal of the American Humanics pro-

gram is to prepare students from any
major to work for a nonprofit organization.
"Our members are really representative of the non-traditional students
here at WSU," said Wenning.
The AHSA. a branch of the American Humanics program at WSU. offers
students an opportunity to participate in
nonprofit organizations, she said.
Although the American Humanics
program has existed for 40 years, it
came to WSU three years ago as a
result of a survey conducted w ith nonprofit managers in the Dayton area.
said Wenning. The survey found that
there is a need for more training in the
nonprofit sector of business.
"With the training I receive as part
of American Humanics. I am building
career skills and personal skills that
will allow me to pursue a successful
future in the nonprofit industry." said
Melanie Kendrick, secretary of AHSA.

SG debates office hours
• Resolution proposes
implemented regulations
on computer program
BytamesR. Brandewie
jriocte@nktelcanet

Student Government introduced a
new resolution last week concerning
the computer program used to record
office hours recently.
The office computers were found
with their internal clocks manipulated,
said Chief of Staff Jessica Parthemore.
These computers are used to record
hours worked by Student Government
members through a computer program
called CORE.
Suspicion was raised when members discovered a number of the computers in the SG office had been
altered, said Parthemore. Currently, no
SG member has been officially
accused.
"I am very concerned about accusations of lying about hours worked,"
said Commuter Senator Brandon Kern.
"It is one thing to have a week where
you are just too busy or have another
legitimate excuse and say I am sorry I
will make them up. It is another to
cover up what you are doing."
Resolution 3.09 was introduced
because of a desire for the CORE system to have some regulations, specifically for the SG administration, and to
make a policy governing how office
hours can be made up in the office.
said Mike Rueschinan, Chief of Web
Communications for SG.
"I trust everyone w ithin SG to not

"II ith the training I receive as part
of intern an Humanics, I am building career skills and personal skills
that will allow me to pu me a successful future in the nonprofit
industry."
Melanie Kendrick
The benefits of participating in the
program and AHSA are numerous for
students, said Kendrick.
They receive a nationally recognized certification in nonprofit management, exposure to a national nonprofit
netw ork of partners, opportunities for
advanced employment, and the potential for references and referrals from
agency executive directors, advisory
board members and community lead-

Men's Rights
-Current Law requires all males to register within 30 days
of their 18th birthday, in reality men have until there 26th
birthday. Arizona denies state employment to those who
don't register; Arkansas denies driver's licenses.
-Some states make draft registration automatic when you
apply for a driver's license and state ID. If you register for
the draft it does not mean you are forfeiting your
right to apply for conscientious objector status.
-According to the law, a conscientious objector is one who
is "opposed to war in any form," grounded in a
"moral belief," a "religion or something
equivalent to a religion in your life."
-A man can also start to build his case the day he registers
with Selective Service by writing in the margins of the form,
"I am a conscientious objector." He should mail a copy to
himself that remains closed when he mails the official registration form.
- I f a recruiter makes threats or uses coercion telJ the
recruiter to put the threats in writing. Do not go t o a
meeting with the recruiter alone.
The Gl Rights Hotline is 800-394-9544.
"Military** continued front page 1

Amy Ohringer, .sophomore eraty childhood education major and population represenlatitvfor
the Forest lane government, listens as her
peers discuss issues at a recent Student Government m.eting.

falsify clock hours." said Rueschman.
However, this is not the first resolution to deal with the topic, he said.
"We had another resolution about
CORE a few weeks past, as the Senate
passed Resolution 03.08, which asks
that everyone in Student Government
submit a CORE report for each week
and that he/she let someone know if

"They dev elop things like teamwork and multi-cultural awareness,"
said Wenning of students participating
in AHSA.
Students may join AHSA without
participating in the American Humanics program. However, for students
who want to receive national certification in nonprofit management, they are
required to participate in the program
and subsequently participate in AHSA.
Currently, members of the AHSA come
from majors ranging from social work
to communication, said Kendrick.
"Being a part of our organization,
you earn the skills needed to succeed in
nonprofit business," she said. "There
are so many possibilities and opportunities for students here at WSU. Just
knowing where to look and w ho to talk
to sometimes makes all the difference
in the world."

Fedor's concerns with the military
reserves.
"I think we need to bring the
troops home and balance our domestic
problems w ith the money that is being
wasted in Iraq." said Hagan "This is
devastating to the morale of the troops
and their families."
According to the letter, Ohio has
2,614 United States Army Reserve and
National Guard members that have
been called to active duty. Of these soldiers. only 1.364 are stationed to Ohio.
"The National Guard is funded by
the federal government, but organizationally it is a state based militarv unit.

and the National Guard members are
called up for purely state situations and
emergencies," said Adams. "This is the
governor's police force of last resort
an<* the military reserves that Governor
Tati nas available to him is really being
depleted."
The legislators have yet to hear
an\ thing from President Bush in
response to the letter. "The President
ha* a responsibility to answer our letter." said Fedor. "He has announced to
the country that the war is over, yet we
are having more casualties now. We
need to continue to address these problems and. state by state, voice our concerns on the current situation we arc all

i The Guardian
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Whatever Path You Take
Best Wishes For a BRIGHT
Future
College of Education and Human Services
Faculty and Staff

www.TheGuardianOnline.com
Hons
all
POLISH
Graduates
feNClNG TOURNHCWNTC
Department of Health. Phyrical Education, and Recreation

NOVICE AND UNRATED
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 2003
ERVIN J. NUTTER CENTER
McLin Gym 3
Women Epce
Men Epee
Mixed Sabre

9:00AM
9:30AM
12:00PM

Men's Toil

1:00PM

Women's Foil
Novice Foil

2:00PM
3:00PM

S15 per weapon
Sponsored by Wright Stale University Dept. of HPR 93

Dl

Summer and Fall
Honors Graduates
University Honors Scholars
University Honors Scholars have compleliyl at least
oight Honors courses and seminars according to a
persenhed distribution as well as the departmental
Honors Program in their ma/ors

General Studies Honors Scholars
General Studies Honors Scholars have earned A s or
B's m eight Honors Courses and seminars and have
maintained a cumulative grade point average of at least

Peter Ernst Buxa
Major: Computer Engineering
Project: A Software Package for the
Prediction of Water Molecule Solvation
Sites on Proteins
Advisor: Travis Doom

Michelle E. Dillemuth
Major: Psychology
Minor: Marketing

April S. Leaverton
Major: Middle Childhood Education
Project: Misconception about Moon
Phases in Middle Childhood Education
Advisor: Steve Hansell

Rachelle Sedenik
Major: International Business

Matthew D. Hayes
Major: Management Information
Systems
Rachel Colleen Howell
Major: Integrated Language Arts/ Eng- Ryan M. Hemmert
lish Education
Major: International Business and
Project: This Little Light of Mine
Accounting
Advsor: Nancy Mack

Departmental Honors Scholars
Dopart'twntal Honors Scholars havo completed significant independent work in their diciphnes. ranging from
laboratory and kbrary research to creative protects in
many cases, those projects entail more than a year's

Sunna Babar
Majors: Communication Studies and
Political Science
Project: Participation in the Model
United Nations
Advisor: Donna Schlaghetk
Chatam Miracle
Majors: English
Project: Implied Multiple Christ
Advisor: Gary Pacernick

Jessica Lynn Strimbu
Major Psychology
Kristin N. I'roup
Major: Mass Communications
Elizabeth Jean Tucker
Major: Mark ting
Minor: Management
Congratulations to
these students from the
University Honors Program staff:
Susan Carrafiello, Director
Mary Kenton, Associate Director
Bobby Rubin, Faculty in Residence
Beverly Rowe, Administrative Specialist
Patty Conrady, Ari Hall
and Kayla Williams
Student Office Assistants

wmrmrnwrnm mm
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WIN 4 Tickets to see 311 & Alien Ant Farm!
@ Hara Arena Nov.15 at 7:30p.m.
Presented by Clear Channel Entertainment

To win, register online for the weekly e-mail edition of The
Guardian. Visit www, t h e g uard i an on I i nc. c om and eliek on the
register button on the upper right hand side of The Guardian's homepage.
The winner will be notified early on Friday. Good Luck to everyone!
and that he/she let someone know if
they will not be able to submit that
report on time."
The ability for SG to alter the time
on the computer system is needed, said
Parthmore. "It does happen and has to
be possible to change the times. We
have io use the honor system with or
without CORE."
The computer program, designed
last year by former Chief of Staff Brent
Hendricks and Raj Soin College of
Business Senator David Green, is used
to track office hours and compose
reports of each member in SG, said
Parthemore.
"/ am very concerned about accusations Of lying about hours
worked."
— Brandon Kern
"We will continue with CORE
until Christmas break and then we will
look for alternatives to CORE," said
President Lucas Beagle.
There are concerns held by many
SG members regarding the communication between the senate and the executive branch, said Kern. The resolution
was tabled for future discussion, when
we will address all internal concerns,
solve them, and prepare to have a very
productive Winter quarter.

•

Place your
classified ad in
The Guardian
today.
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Kettering Reproductive Medicine
is looking for healthy egg donors
for couples who want to start a family.
If you are a female between Ihc ages of 21 and M.
hijtlt iclKX'l and or college graduate and in excellent health,
yon could help a couple w h o desperately wants to have
children, but can not conceive. Kettering Reproductive
Medicine will perform a complete screening, testing and
evaluation of each potential donor - and qualified
participant* will lie compensated. Help a couple si wire
their life and love - with a baby. Call 9 J 7 - »V5-H4<t »
All calls are confidential.
www.kmcnet work. org

Tattoo Team

Oregon District
452 E. Fifth St.
586-0227

Kettering
2517 Wilmington Pike
293-6162

3047 N. Main Street, Dayton
276-3061
www.tattooteam.com
.
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For Life:
M l f u i s K f f r . \ l m i K t UrtlHinr
V t i J I f t r r n Ht'uUrv ir\f. l U r t f m r v

Tattoos and Body Piercings
- Safe - Clean - Experienced
- Body Jewelry, Hair Dye,
DeTox, Stickers, Inscense,
and More.

Glen Scott Tattoos

775-5537
w

A Precious Gift.
For Life:
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EDITORIAL
Supreme Court Should
C o m e t o t h e R e s c u e of
Gitmo Prisoners
For the first time since
President Bush declared the
war on terrorism, one part o f
the federal government has
decided to do the right thing.
The Supreme Court
announced Monday that it
will hear appeals regarding
the detention of prisoners at
G u a n t a n a m o Bay. S om e o f
the 660 men have been held
at G i t m o for as long as two
years, all without access to
family or legal council. The
Supreme Court will decide
next June whether or not this
procedure violates the U.S.
constitution or international
law.
C o m m o n sense dictates
that it does violate the constitution to hold prisoners without giving them access to an
attorney or charging them
with a crime. T h e Bush
administration so far has sidestepped the issue with s o m e
careful wording, " e n e m y
combatants", and elementary
geography, the prisoners are
not being held on American
soil. Yet, the contradiction of
a country that calls itself free
and claims to champion the
democratic values of due
process and fair hearings
while denying these f r e e d o m s
at its own discretion cannot
be missed.
It is also difficult to tell
whether or not this S u p i e m e
Court will overturn the policies of a president that it
helped to install. W h e t h e r or
not the Court handed down
the correct decision in the
election of 2 0 0 0 is still a matter of debate. It will be interesting to see if the Court will
put politics aside and rule
according to the law when it
hears the Gitmo case.
If the United States is to
w a g e a credible and successful war on terror, it must in
every case adhere to the democratic principles that it so
encourages the rest of the
world to embrace.
Submit your
Letter to the Editor
to
Valerie Lough
vlough@siscom.nct

MTV existence: rarity of real music
About three
weeks ago I
took my mom
to see Simon
and Garfunkel
for her birthday
and the showwas outstanding. They
played all their
hits like Hazy
Shade of Winter, Scarborough Fair. I am
a rock and M- Robinson just to name
a few. The a^e bracket varied from
around forty to seventy so needless to
say I was one of the youngest in the
crowd. As I sat there and watched the
show, it became apparent to me how
dear Simon and Garfunkel were to the
audience. Here was a classic duo from
the 60's and 70's that still had their
same fans, still singing, still dancing,
still cr,mg. and still loving them just
the same. The joy it brought the audience was overwhelming. And then it hit
me, these people have what my generation will never have. They have music
that has stood the test of time. As they
listen, they reflect to a time in their
lives that is forever in 'heir memories
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The more I thought about it, the more it
saddened me thai my generation will
never have what the audience had that
night-music to remember.
I grew up listening to The Beatles,
Led Zeppelin, The Who, Jimi Hendrix.
Janis Joplin. Crosby Stills Nash &
Young. F.ric Clapton, almost any classic
rock band from the Cultural Revolution
in the late 1960's. This was an era of
musical enlightment for the culture of
its time. It was a form of rebellion that
many embraced as a lifestyle. Bands
had loyal fans who knew the band
members names and which instruments
they played. Nowadays, songs are
written for the "artist" not by the
"artist". Their musical careers are dictated by how well they can market their
personal appearance. The commercialization of the music industry has "musicians" practicing musical Darwinism. I
recently heard that the singer Jewel got
breast implants so she could compete
with pop stars like Britney Spears and
Christina Aguilera. Hmm...I could be
wrong but I think her music will dramatically improve. In fact, 1 think every
female musician should get breast
implants. Then maybe they could all
have music as good as Britney and
Christina. Of course, I'm kidding.

We can thank MTV: Yes, video did
kill the radio. As long as MTV exists,
musicians will be dependent on MTV
lo air their v ideos and portray their
image. If the kids at home don't think
you're "cute" or "hot" then it's back to
a lonely depressing life of averageness.
Since image is everything the music
becomes less of a worry for the "musician". This is where writers and studio
musicians come in handy. Now that
"musicians" don't have to write music
they can spen<' all their time shopping
with the millions they "earned" to
attract more fans. For instance, TV
shows like Cribs display how gut
wrenching rich they are and how much
cool stuff they can buy, simpy because
they can. Lil Bow Wow has a DVD
player. Play Station and custom stereo
all in the convenience of his car, even
though he's like, 11.
All I am saying is that if we continue to market music based on image
rather than the music itself, wv have no
incentive to appreciate it. So. fellow
musicians out there, know that you are
not alone. If you haven't made it to
MTV don't give up hope. Just because
MTV may not like it doesn't mean its
not good music. Besides, it's not like
they would know anyway.

L E T T E R S TO THE EDITOR
Here on campus students arc fast becoming
aware of the need to live a healthy life by exercising and eating right. However, this issue
seems to have been overlooked by the Dining
Service Committee.
The Union Market, which docs have its benefits, lacks availability and variety of healthy
foods such as fresh fruits and vegetables.
The next time you're up in the Union Market
and are in the process of paying for your meal,
please pick up one of those orange surveys that
are next to the napkins. Take the time to fill it
out and tell the Dining Service Committee
what you'd like to see changed about the Union
Market. This way you will get your voice
heard by the people who make the decisions in
the Union Market because even though most
people don't know it. they do read and pay
attention to those surveys you fill out. After
all, your tuition pays not only for the Union
Market to operate, but also for the salaries of
those who run it and work in it. We should be
able to make our money do what we want it to
do.
Elizabeth McCullough

What we need to do is set up a nutrition week so that we can
make sure that everyone is aware of how to cat what and what
foods to watch out for. If we took a week and had our dining
services serve similar healthy foods this would give students
and staff a chance to decide which ones they want. If we had a
nutrition education week we could at least help the student
body to eat right.
Darlene Printers
Every student I've spoken with about campus food has a
complaint they can't resolve. First, as a student body let's take
action! One thing we can always do is opt to eat healthier with
what's put before us. Don't get me wrong, I like Pizza-Hut and
Oreos as much as the next person, but that doesn't mean I have
to eat them every day Secondly, get your opinion out there:
write to Food Services, Campus Rec, the University and tell
them how you feel and how you think things could be made
better. What's a good way to get started? Fill out a comment
card by the dining area registers. If you aren't satisfied, don't
seule for the stereotype diet classification of •••pical college
student. If we pull together campus wide, our efforts can be a
movement for change.
Lori Riley

Your column here!
T h e G u a r d i a n Is r e c r u i t i n g v o l u n t e e r c o l u m n i s t s f o r w i n t e r q u a r t e r . S e n d y o u r
submissions t o W 0 1 6 S t u d e n t Union o r call 7 7 5 - 5 5 3 4 .
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Parking Media discretion or censorship?
worries
never end
Although
this may seem
like a cliche
topic to write
about. I am
upset due to
some of the

ridiculous

charges that the
Parking and
Transportation
Jessica Gamnger
office is charging students at
WSU. During this quarter, after searching long and hard for a place to park, I
finally found a spot out by the Fred
White center, behind the patient parking lot. The spot that was available was
one of the spots that separate the student and faculty spaces, so it had one
line that was painted white and the
other line was painted yellow. Normally. on one side of the space there would
be two lines, a yellow and a white, ?o
that there is a distinct indication of
where the faculty spots end and the student spots begin, but this was not the
case in this particular situation.
Hesitantly 1 did choose to park in
the space, but upon my return to my car
I saw the dreaded white slip flapping
from underneath my windshield wiper
For parking in a space that had no real
indication of whether or not it was a
faculty or student spot, I received a $50
fine because someone at Parking and
Transportation said I was parked in a
faculty parking space.
Now, I ask the students at WSU if
they think it is fair for me to get fined
for parking in a spot that technically
was indicated as both a student and a
faculty spot. Why does it seem that
every time the university has the opportunity to squeeze money out of the
already empty pockets of students they
charge or ticket us with no hesitations'?
I have received numerous parking
tickets in the past from WSU and 1 will
be the first one to admit that I deserved
them and 1 did pay the charges, but this
ticket is ridiculous! 1 just hope other
students stand up and speak out on how
they are also getting ripped off. If all of
us stand up and voice our views than
maybe our voices will finally be heard
and we will stop being taken advantage
of.
'.0)3 GUSJJ'dlUW.
Y o u r voice.
Your newspaper.
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Television
is a media fully
integrated into
the American
mainstream and
many, if not
most, Americans draw the
majority of
their information from the
four premier
networks
owned by US
conglomerates: ABC (Disney), NBC
(Gfc), CBS (Vi .om) and Fox (News
Corp). If you regularly listen to or
believe any of these companies' news
programs beware the forces shaping
your viewing choices. Each network
aims to dismiss bias. However, if for
nothing but this reason we must
acknowledge the sources of bias by
which they are influenced.
Last week CBS and its parent, Viacom, decided to pull the plug on a four
hour mini-series "The Rcagans". The
script was apparently leaked to test the

waters for the mini-series before its
anticipated airing during Sweeps Week.
The mini-series allegedly portrays the
President and the First Lady in a less
than positive light, prompting the
Republican National Committee to call
its accuracy into question. One of the
most inflammatory Reagan quotes
regards his antipathy towards AIDS
victims, "they who live in sin shall die
in sin," he remarks.
A conservative media pundit quips
that the docudrama was scripted to
smear Reagan's legacy. Conservatives
generally herald Reagan as one of the
right's greatest leaders. In their view
Reagan was responsible for the fail of
communism and the rise of America
back to economic and military greatness. To the more cynical left Reagan
embodies tax cuts for the wealthy,
diminished social welfare programs, the
undermining of foreign policy and ballooning federal deficits with a distinct
military orientation.
It is clear that many right-wing
groups oppose the airing of "The Reagans," but disturbingly they have not
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even seen it. Pieces of the script have
been read and parts may have questionable authenticity but before the docudrama has been viewed, political agendas have already relegated the miniseries to the lowly Showtime network.
I oppose producers taking cheap
shots at former Presidents unable to
defend themselves. Yet I don't believe
the entire context of the mini-series was
ev aluated before being deemed
deplorable by right-wingers.
The only goal pursued in this case
by conservatives is to keep the Reagans' image as untarnished as possible
in reverence to their former leader.
Honorable as this may be, the public
deserves a to view the docudrama
because most will never read the real
history. Reagan's presidency spanned a
crucial time in American history and
was shrouded in facade behind his acting abilities. Which will be the next television program forced off the air by
political parties and partisan agendas?
Watch for a Clinton docudram;- on Fox
in the near future.
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Missing - the official soundtrack
10 I The Guardian
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which is a combination of the guitars, the
nature of the lyrics and the overall presentation.
Upstate, a unique band right here out
The musical talent especially among
of Dayton, Ohio has recorded and
the rhythm guitarist and the drummer has
released five songs for the upcoming
de'mitc potential and is played with
independent film, The Missing by Joe
grace and keen musical insight. UnfortuBargdill Consequently, the movie is also nately, however, all five songs on the
Dayton based. The Missing, without
soundtrack sound almost exactly the
using any stretch of the imagination, is
same. There are slight differences in
about unsolved missing person cases.
melody (and of course) the lyrics, but
And most of the music on the soundtrack they are so similar that it's difficult to tell
reflects this theme of loss, sorrow, and
one song apart from another. They prothe unknown.
ceed at the same beat with the same
haunting sound. Some of this is undoubtedly a result of the fact that they never
play together Perhaps if they did begin
to write and record in the same room
they » viuld be able to make changes and
The members of Upstate are John
go Kir more diversity in their music 1
Wenzcl, guitar'vocals; Dan Miller, guithink they have enough talent that they
tar/keyboards; James Focht. guitar; Chris could feed off one another and really
Jones, bass; and Jamie Heaps, drums. All begin to push the envelope of their
the members except Focht and Heaps
music. Right now, I'm not sure if I could
were part of another group called Dishhandle a full CD with such monotonous
water Psychics which broke up in 2001.
music. To be fair, five songs is hardly a
Upstate's music is a combination of indie sufficient sample but it is a sufficient
rock, folk acoustics, and haunting
warning.
melodies (which definitely work for the
The only other element of their music
theme of the movie). But the most sigthat needs to be improved is the vocals.
nificant thing about this band is that they While John Wen/el's voice is just fine in
have never recorded their music together tonality and presentation, the overall
or even played together in the same
effect is drab and boring. Hie songs are
room. All the members of the bands
very repetitious where Wen/el sings
recorded their parts of the songs and then within virtually the same three notes on
mailed or sent the recording on to the
the scale the whole time. He probably
next member until the songs were comcan do better and the> should try for
plete. So their music is made of individsome diversity in the melody. Also, the
ual pieces sown (or in the literal sense,
harmony in the songs adds to this drabdubbed) into a comprehensive whole.
ness. At almost all times there are two
The implications of this feat alone lend
definite voices singing, but it's the exact
the band credit.
same voice. This of course is possibly do
So what docs a band sound like that
to the nature of their recordings in the
has never performed together or worked
first place. But the end result in only
together? Well, let's just say that you can having this type of harmony makes the
tell. For the most part their music has
songs dull, whereas if they were to use
great elements and lots of potential. The
an entirely separate voice for the harmorhythm which is driven more by the gui- ny it would add depth and dimension to
tar than the drums is catchy and hypnotthe songs that is currently not there.
ic. Much of this rhythm is created by the
For more information about Upstate
acoustic guitar which gives their music
go to www.friendlypsyehicsmusic.com.
the more "folkic" feel. Their music is
And for more information about Missing
also very melancholy and haunting
MeSnda flmetl
flmrtL19@mifirt.edu
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Show me some ID: an X-Fest memory
After attending X-Fest last September. a rock concert sponsored by Dayton's new rock station WXEG 103.9
the X. freshman Erica Robertson discovered that even rock stars get carded.
Sitting upon her cousin's shoulders.
Robertson could see the lead singer of
the alternative rock band Cold pointing at her from the stage. "It was like
he was singing to me." Robertson
recalled. "I just knew he was."
About an hour after the performance, Robertson noticed a crowd
beginning to form across the fairgrounds; Cold was signing autographs.
Running over to the crowd she caught
the lead singer's attention. "[I saw]
him lean over to his assistant and
whisper...ten minutes later my friends
and 1 were in [Cold's] tour bus watching Jurassic Park." Robertson said.
According to Robertson, the members of the band wanted to go to a
place to relax and have a few drinks.
Robertson and her friends suggested
going to the Dublin Pub. a bar in
downtown Dayton's historic Oregon
district
Robertson said that before the waiter would take the drink orders he
asked the group for ID. "Scooter
[ Ward, the lead singer of the band]
was shocked." she said. "He asked the
waiter of he knew who the hell he

EVENT CALENDAR
Now through
November 16
November 18-23

States of Independence at WSU
Karrin Kallyson to appear ay Gilly's Tavern
The Nut. racker at the Schuster Center

December 9

Lynyrd Skynyrd at the Nutter Center

December IK

Trans-Siberian Orchestra

December 21

Amy Grant and Vince Gill at Nationwide Aren;

December 31

A Black and White New Year's Eve at the
Dayton Art Institute
Harlem Globetrotters at the Nutter Center
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Apparently the waiter wasn't a fan
of the band. "I don't care who you arc
dude. I need to sec some ID." he said.
Irritated with the waiter, the group left
for another bar. the Glass Hat.
Robertson said that after arriving at
the Glass Hat she was able to talk with
the band members one on one.
"Scooter asked if I had saw him pointing to me on stage... 1 was [so
stunned] that I couldn't answer him."
While listening to Ward as he drank
his Jack and Coke. Robertson said she
began to learn more and more about
her favorite band. "I learned that
these people were more screwed up
than 1 am," Robertson said. "Scooter
kept saying that is could do this or if
he could do that he would be happy. 1
tried to tell him that those things and
people weren't going to make him any
happier." she added.
As her night with rock stars came to
an end. Robertson said that she
learned that she didn't really like these
musicians as much as she originally
thought. "There's more to life than
about being rich and famous...these
singers w 'e miserable inside...looking for temporary things to satisfy
them."
If Ward decides he wants to party in
the Oregon District after X-Fest next
vcar. he had better be sure to bring his
ID.

To: All Blood Donors
<.
Ore Monday, October 13,2003, the day WSU Student Life & Peer 2 Peer hosted a blood drive, 202 pints of
blood were transfused in our area hospitals. The Community Blood Center, The Office of Student Life and
Pef r 2 Peer would like to thank the following people who donated or attempted to donate to replenish
t l ^ b l o o d supply.
Kamara Fridtey
Frika Fiymycr
Fvonne t.iaier
Nicole 1 ianely
Musammar (ill.mi
Courtney (ioldbach
David Goldstein
Kate (iusching
Dan it. <itiy
Alisha llackenburg
Paul llernande/
Jeremy Hildebrar. .
Theresa Milling
Sara Holme
Cecilia llouscr
Jenifer llube
Anna Hutchison
Stephanie Jacobson
Nicholas Jamison
Christie Johnson
Sabi ina Johnson
Amber Job" »>n

Trace Anderson
Kathcrine A nu ll
Benjamin Ausdcnmoore
Steven Baird
Christopher Baker
Michael Baumer
Amy Iteming
Jacob Bergman
Amanda Boice
Crystal Booker
Joseph Boomhower
'cnnifcr Bowers
Serena Bracewell
Melissa Brcsher
Jennifer Bruhaker
Mark Buschur
Caroline Castleforte
Joe. Chase
Tiffany Cole
Michael Corbett
Andrew Dillcr
Jessica Donhani
Heather Dwure
Jennifer Fckhart
l.ilah Findley
Thomas Fortener
Sephan Fra/icr
Jacquelyn Frederick
Timothy Freeman

1 <>ri Jones
Mary Jones
i than Kay
Flisha Keel
Cemil Kirbas
Ryan Koelkcr
Abhmav Krishna

Bymn Kulander"
Stacy 1 angenkamp
1 ric l aspc
Brian 1 awrenee
Samuel 1 i s
Kev in 1 .IH. ker
Bti.in l.ovewell
Fnuly l uster
Tyra Ma-en
Jen'"'.ci Mattingly
Bruany McC amnion
Monica McKittcnek
Keith MeMillin
Melissii Met/ger
Stel'anic Miller
Thomas Miiicr
Misty Moehl
Brian Morris
Natasha Mullins
Megan Murphy
Sarah Najiai
Abby Ncilan
Daniel Newman
('indy Norbut
Shannon Norton
Kimberlv Peabody
Deanna Chillis
Shcryl ProvenAshlee I'urdy
Bryan Rcbar

Frin
Beth Rohler
Hollie Ruch
John Rudisill
Saua)an Saraneapani
III Schlater
Doug Schroeder
Ruth Shank
Matthew Sidor
Kimberlv Skotko
Vickie Slonc
Amanda Smith
Max Snyder
I hristopher Suttle
Nicole Theiscn
Aaron Vega
Amanda Vince
Charlcne Walker
Tamara Walker
J. .quclyn Wi—ning
K.ithryn Went land
Rebecca Westrick
Amanda Wilson
Deborah Win
Justin Witt
Donald Wood
Devin Workman
Timothy Wright
Firm Wyckoff
P. Young

On behalf of the thousands of pattentes who have been touched by the lifesaving donations of our
volunteer blood donors, we thank you.

Why drive in circles
when you can park
in Lot 4 or Lot 20?

Battery Jump

Air for a flat
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Parking and Transportation

A gallon of gas if
you run out on a
campus roadway.
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Congratulations Graduates!

Moving Back Home?
Call to reserve your truck or van today.
00*

C09tQ'J&TULA.TI0H5

2003
Qruaduates
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Best of luck
in all that
you do!

Brinq this ad in and save

10% Off

One-way Rentals
No extra rental fees
for 16 year old drivers.
Free unlimited mileage
on one-way rentals.

Truck ftanta!

Beavercreek

Kettering

FairbOrn

937-426-6612

937-299-2^4

937-878-0085
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Congratulations Graduates
from your faculty
and staff in the
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Your design or mine'

BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY
HEJM.TFf DEPARTMENT
f
LICENSED

CONGRATULATIONS
SENIORS

Full Fitness Center
1, 2, 3, & 4 Bedroooms
Luxury College living
New Tanning Bed
Stone Fireplaces

CaUK^'MfToday

a

S tonebridge Apartments
426-0271
Bring in this ad to receive
$200 OFF 1st Month

cJloue CoMmeriU.... Vwl u<L ovu Line at

UUOUL.

WWW.

tfi
CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES
as you take flight
to new tomorrows.
President and Mrs. Kim Goldenberg
and the Wright State family
HI
WRIGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY
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WSU PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
CAMPUS SHUTTLE SCHEDULES 2003

ROUTE 1
7:30
7:40
7:50
8:00
8:10
8:20
8:30
8:40
8:50
9 00
8:10
9:20
9 30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20
i0:30
10:40
10:50
11:00
11:10
11:20
11:40
12:00
12:20
12:30
12:50
1:10

-

-

2004

MNTIl 6:05PM
7 35
7 45
7:56
8:05
8:15
825
835
845
6:55
9:05
9:15
9 25
9:35
9:45
9:65
10.05
10:15
10:25
10:35
10:45
10:56
11:05
11:15
11:25
11:45
12:05
12:25
12:35
12:55
1:15

1:30
1:40
1:50
2:00
2:10
2:20
2:30
2:40
2:50
3:00
3:10
3:30
3:50
4:10
4:30
4:50
5:10
5:30
5:50
6 10
6:30
6:50
7:10
7:30
7:50
8:10
8 30
8:50
9:10
9:30
9:50

7:45
7:55
8 0S
8:15
8:25
8:35
8:45
8:55
0:O5
9:15
9:25
9:35
945
9:55
10:05
10:15
10:25
10:35
10:45
10:55
11:05
11:15
11:25
11:35
11,56
12:15
1235
12:45
1:05
1:25

1:35
1:45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
245
2:55
305
3:15
3:35
3:55
4:15
4:35
4:55
5:15
5:35
5:55
6:15
835
6:55
7:15
7:36
7:55
8:15
8:35
8 55
9:15
9:35
9:55

ROUTE 2 —
M O N D A Y - FRIDAY UNTIL 6:55 P M
ALL TIMES LISTED ARE DEPARTURE TIMES
HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE
PARK
M A U / SU - L A i £
7:22
7:18
7:15
8:07
8:03
8:00
8 52
8:48
8 45
9:37
9 33
9:30
10:22
10:18 "
1015
11:07
11:03
11:00
11.52
11 48
11:48
12:37
12:33
12:30
1 22
1:15
1:18
2
0
3
2:07
2:00
2:52
248
2:45
3:37
3:30
333
4 22
4:18
4:15
507
5:00
5:03
5 48
5:52
546
6:37
6:33
6:30

HAMILTON FOREST
H A U . ' . S y .LANE
2:00
2:05
3.00
3:05
4:00
4:05

HONORS
DORM
7:26
8:11
8 56
9:41
10 2 6
11:11
11 56
12:41
1:26
2:11
2 56
3:41
4:26
5 11
5:56
6:41

yiLLAQS
7:30
8:15
900
9:45
10:30
11-15
12:00
12:45
1;30
2.153:00
3:45
4 30
5.15
6:00
6:45

MILLETT
WOODS
PINE HALL
HALL
7 40
7:35
825
8:20
9:10
9:05
9:55
9:50
10 40
10:35
1
1 25
11:20
12:10
12 0 5
12:55
12:50
1:40
1.35
2:25
2 20
3:10
3:05
3:55
3:50
4:40
4:35
5 25
5:20
6:10
6:05
6:55
6:50

ROUTE 3 SATURDAYS ONLY
ALL TIMES LISTED ARE DEPARTURE TIMES
COLLEGE HONORS
WOODS
PARK
DORM
VIIUV3E. ElME-MALL
2:15
2:20
2:25
2:10
3 15
3:20
3:25
3 10
4 15
4:20
4:25
4:10

8:25
6:30
7:25
7:30
8:25*
8:30*
• D R O P O F F ONLY - NO

6:45
6 40
6:35
7:45
7 40
7:35
8:45*
8:40*
8:35*
PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

6:50
7:50
8: SO*

******
** ****

******
3:15
4:00
4 45
5:30
6:15

******

MEUER
2:35
3:35
4:35
7:00
800
9:00

S H b t T l - K S PtUN 6 N L V WHILE £ L A ^ £ f c £ AR£ IN SESSION AND DURING PlNALS WEEK
NO SHUTTLE DURING BRCAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED H O I DAYS
At L SHUTTLES ARE WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 AND 2.
SI CHARGE EACH WAY FOR ROUTE 3 (EXACT CHANGE PLEASE)

1:45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45
2:55
3:05
3:15
3 25
3:45
4:05
4:25
4:45
5:05
5:25
5:45
3:05
6:25
6:45
7:05
7:25
7:45
8:05
8:25
8:45
9:05
9:25
9:45
10:05

MCLIN
7:50
8 35
9:20
1005
10:50
11:35
12:20
1:05
1:50
2 35
3:20
4:05
4:50
5 35
6:20

******

MALL
EQQCLQX
2:50
3:50
4:50
7:15
8:15
9:30

1 he CfUardiai
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Michael Feinstein arid the Springfield Arts Council
W *ida Arnetl
A sttl9@wr^W.edu

>iano bv car al

Michael Feinstein. pianist and
entertainer, will he performing at the
Clark State Performing Arts Center's
Ku-'s Auditorium in downtown
Springfield on November 22nd. f einstein who graduated from a high
school in Columbus. Ohio is returning
to Ohio as part of the Springfield Arts
Council.
Michael Feinstein is recognizee
nationally for his commitment to the
American Popular Song. His albums
generally include covers of classic
songs from the J v z Era and the Big
Band Era. He records the songs and
gives the :n his own interpretation
which helps to celebrate the history of
American Popular Songs as well as
preserve its history. According to
Feinstein, "even though some of the

.Ills

Ellington. Irving Berlin. Jerome Kein,
Harry Warren, and Johnny Mercer.
So how does someone become a
committed musician to the Popular
American Song? First, you've got to
move Los Angeles, which Michael
Feinstein did when he was twenty
years. Next, you need to become the
personal music assistant to a big-time
musician and songwriter. For Feinstein this musician was Ira Gershwin.
Ira and his brother. Ck >rge. were
major movers and shakers in the Jazz
Era. One of their most famous songs
is "Let's Call the Whole Thing Off."
which most people will recognize
from the movie When Harry Met

unrecorded sonsrs Feinstein has now
recorded these unreleased songs.
Michael Feinstein first became
famous with his hit Broadway show
isn't It Romantic which was sponsored by Liza Minnelli. lie also
scored the original music for the 19'W
Release Get Bruce, which starred
Robin Williams. Billy Crystal. Bette
Midler, and Whoopi Goldberg. Feinstein is also co-owner of Feinstein s at
the Regency w hich is one of the most
successful nightclubs in New York.
This Ohio native has gone far.
Feinstein tours all across the United States, playing and singing oldtime classic hits for new generations

lo obtain tickets lor Michael Feinstein contact the Springfield Arts
Council Box Office at (937) 324-2~12
(toll-free at I-X66-324-2712). Discounted tickets for students and
groups are sometimes available For
performances. Some of the other tickets on sale right now for the Springfield Arts Council include The Vienna
Choir Boys (December 2nd. 2003).
Swan Lake performed by the Moscow
Festival Ballet (January 17. 2004).
and Broadway's Seussical. The Musical (February 4th. 2004).
For more information on Michael
Feinstein and to find out about his
music, visit michaelfeinstein.com
which is his official website.
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PLACE AN AD

775-5537
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Light up your math scores Winter Quarter!

in

y o u r

closet:?

W E BUY & SELL
JEANS • SHIRTS • SHORTS • TANKS
JACKETS • SWEATERS • BELTS • HATS
PURSES • SHOES & BOOTS • CDS
AND MUCH MORE!

-

PLATA'S

r

Brand

CI ©SET

Name

Teen Wear"

platoscloset com

The Mathematics I earning Center, 064 Rike
Hall, provides free walk-in assistance to
students enrolled in introductory math courses.

Beavercreek
2476 Commons Blvd
off N. Fairfield next to
Golderl Corral
937-427-5224

u a r d i a n o n l i n e

Sel! your stuft to Plato's Closet* and
it might as well be lined with cash'
We buy and sail gently used current
styles and accessones.

SIORfcJjQWBS,

Monday thru Saturday . 10 a.m. to B p m.
Sunday ... Noon to 5 p.m.

«*!&]

tSf

Ceftterville
101 E.Alex & ! Rd.
In Cross Pointe Center
937-312-9321

.*
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Remote Control: an allergic reaction

III 30 W'-v^rn*
25S-2626

Byron Crews' play

AjfjymtNjc Usroep. tr*= (DOOM

•l Wrr.-viJ-.-) *lrt»l ( 1 ' c g l c W f c i - n n
1
0|*c»i 1
a wccU

version of your voice tells the guy
you arc not available to take his call.
Damn.
Byron Crews, an English instructor
at WSU, would say that is just one
way that technology is interfering
with basic everyday human contact.
"Technology lias become part of the
furniture and is really interfering with
direct personal contact," Crews said.
Crews refers to his first play.
Remote Control, as an "allergic reaction" to the technological advances
that impede human contact. "Some
people walk in the woods and rub up
against a small plant and break out in
a rash...this play is [my rash)."
Combing absurdism with expressivist theater and directed by his wife,
Sandy Crews, Remote Control
explores how people can become disconnected with society. According to
Crews, the father figure in the Klinghoffer family in the play "doesn't
know who he is anymore...he has
been disconnected with society."
Another character is a compulsi ve
shop-a-holic.
According to Crews, he was able to
get to know his characters through
monologues that he performed during
a coffee house hour. "I would perform these bizarre monologues with
guitar and I simultaneously ran a TV
and fifty classic cartoons with the volume off," Crews said. "It's a rather

to open on Nov. 14
MKheieDrtto
tStta2@mightedu

3464 New Germany-Trebein Rd.
Beavercreek 'Behind Sam's Club*

You would think that subtle hints
like "I have plans that night" or I
need to finish War and Peace" would
get your message across.
When your ex calls for the tenth
time this week j ou watch the number
(lash across the culler ID. Then you
let the phone ring until a prerecorded

20% OFF SST

Call for an appointment or Just Walk-In
(937)426-1077
VALID ONLY IN BEAVERCREEK
Must have coupon at time ot service.

As an engineer in
the U.S. Air Force,
there's no telling what
.you'll work on.
(Seriously, we can't tell you.)

Byron Crew
frightening metaphor."
Crews «aid that t^e actors in
Remote Control, "[found] things in
the text that I did not even know were
in there...I am absolutely in love with
the actors in this play."
Crews said that he hopes Remote
C ontrol provokes discussion and
debate. "Theater should bite the hand
that feeds it," Crews said.
Maybe after grabbing Remote Control you'll pick up the phone when
your ex calls.

What: Remote Control
Wtien:Fri, Nov.14, 8 PM, S«t,Nov.l5, 8 PM,
Sun,Nov.l6, 3 PM
Where: WSU's Herbst Theater in the CAC
Cost: $5.00

Lambda Union

United Stales Air Force applied technology is years ahead
of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new
engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

K

and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading
and managing within this nighly respected group from d?y
one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in
the Air Force today. To request more information, call
1-800-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, & Allies
Stop by a n d visit us in our office!
V

W 0 4 7 SU
775-5565
www.wright.edu/studentorgs/lambda_union

U S . AIR FORCE
CROSS WTO THE SLUE
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Dayt 9ti Collects V explodes with color Breafc of f>ay
tOft*
(Stto^vn Ttedu

papuro's sculpture of a giant mermaid.
I sipped my punch and took in this
colorful mermaid's beauty.
"1 personally don't like the mermaid. Whatever that person is try ing
to convey it doesn't come through in
my mind." Richard Zopf, a nearby
onlooker said. "There's too much
going on. it's almost like using every
crayon in the box." Zopf remarked
about the colors.
Yes, the sculpture was colorful to
say the least. My favorite part of the
mermaid was the little splash of
sparkling water that she held in her
hand. It was a nice touch.
I especially enjoyed Diane Fitch's
painting entitled Chairs. Looking at
the painting I wondered what kind of
place would have so many chairs in
one location and for what purpose? I
pondered this question and across the
gallery to Glenn C'cbulash's painting.
Announcements. An exr'osion of
color, I enjoyed this one as much as
the mermaid.
To say this exhibit was eye and
thought captivating would be an
understatement; on display until January 18. 2004 it will be well worth
your time to stop by and check it out.
Just remember you are being
watched.

I am being watched.
Little did I know as I perused the
new art exhibit, Dayton Collects V. in
the Creative Arts Center's gallery, that
in some discrete comer of the room
there was a camera recording my
every move. People on the second
floor of the gallery could watch me go
up the stairs and around the corner.
Upon turning around the corner I
saw a small screen that depicted others walking up and down a staircase,
very similar to the ones that I used to
take up to the second floor. No, this
screen was not used for security purposes; it was a work of art entitled
Soul Scan Remote, by Ron Geibert.
Next to the Soul Scan Remote was
the line of self portraits by Penny
Park, as well as some of paintings by
Wright State students while they were
in Italy over the summer. Along the
other wall, Kim Vito's Art Fields, took
me to a happy place far away from
finals week, crappy parking and overpriced Student Union food. I enjoyed
that brief vacation.
1 decided to head back downstairs
for some punch and crackers, as well
as to schmooze with Lcesa Haa-

.www.TheGuardianOniine.com

3 Bedroom
Apartments

Bv Nate Fakes

"Hey! I'm your wife, not a stripper! For
once you're at home...not at the titty bar!
Stop tryin' to shove dollars down my pants!!'

C ongr atulations
Graduates
Student Special!
New BBQ Chicken &
Bacon Pizza or
1 Large 14" 1-Topping
Hawiia n BBQ Chicken
Pizza
Large Pizza for just

S t a r t i n g at
only $ 5 8 0 !

ONLY $ 5 . 9 9

while supplies last

S 10.99

foiuitag. mcimllmc

879-PAPA

, jMaple View
Apartments

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

878-3973
XL8 Old Yellow
w

w
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Order Papa John's online at
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(^Sports
Clutch three puts Raiders away

STANDINGS

By Trent Montgomery

Horizon 1.

Raiders lose infinalseconds of overtime

TraddSOO@hotmaixoni
Coach Biancardi wasn't exactly
sure what to expect from his team in
their first exhibition game of the season
against the Coaches vs. Cancer AllStars. Despite losing the game in the
final seconds he was happy with some
of the things he saw. With a team laced
full of young and inexperienced talent
the game proved to be a good measuring stick for where his team stood.
The Raiders came out rather well
playing good hard-nosed defense and
converting some opportunities on
offense This being said the Raiders
starting lineup consisted of two seniors
and three freshmen not exactly what
you would consider a seasoned set of
guys. With the help of senior standouts
Seth Doliboa and Vernard Hotlins the
young players managed to hold their
own against a team of mature and veteran players. In fact the Raiders controlled the first half and went into halftime with a solid nine-point lead.
At the start of the second half it
appeared the Raiders were picking up
right where they left off, with Doliboa
throwing down a monster Tomahawk
dunk early in the period. But after a
few miscues and some clutch shooting
from the Coaches vs. Cancer team, the
Raiders lead began to shrink and was
eventually cut to three with a 1:15
remaining. The Raiders then had a
chance to go up five, but after a blown

three to give them the one point advantage with four seconds left. Unfortunately for the Raiders they could not
score again and Ihus lost a close game.
87-86.
Despite the loss, the Raiders saw a
lot of positives in the overtime game,
including the play of their six freshmen
which all played their first college level
game. In fact the freshman were able to
provide some very good numbers.
Zakee Boyd was cne of the freshmen
that showed some scoring potential putting up a solid twelve points. Along
with Boyd was classmate Kock who
poured in eleven points and point guard
DaShaun Wood who scored eight. Also
freshman Vova Severovas hauled in a
game high eleven boards while scoring
five points. Big man Drew Burleson
chipped in four points and six boards.
Of course leading the way for the
Raiders as usual was the senior duo of
Freshmen Drew Burleson shoots jump shot Hollins and Doliboa. Hollins led all
during pregame warmup
scorers in the game with 26 and Dolilay-up the All-Stars took the ball down
boa was close behind with 20. Doliboa
the court and hit a three to tie the game also grabbed ten rebounds giving himwith thirteen seconds left in regulation.
self a double double.
Then with two seconds remaining
One thing is for sure if the Raiders
freshman Alex Kock hit a big jumper to want to continue to improve they have
put the Raiders ahead yet again, but
plenty to build on. On the whole it was
with little time remaining the All-stars
a good start to the year and will prove
went the length of the court and made a as just another stepping stone in the
very difficult lay-up to send things to
direction they are hoping to build
overtime.
i
towards. The Raiders will get their next
Once in overtime the teams traded
dose of action next week as they host
scores back and forth until Harold
the EA Sports All-Stars this coming
Arceneaux of the All-Stars hit a huge
Saturday at 7pm.

!

Men's soccer avoids disaster with double overtime win
For the Wright State University
men's soccer team, the season is anything but over. With their victory over
U.l.C. at Flames Field last Saturday
afternoon, i*ie men prolonged their season one more week and moved onto the
semifinals of the Horizon League Tournament.
In their match with U.l.C., the
team battled not only the Flames, but
also the elements, as the weather was
windy, overcast, and chilly. The game
proved to be a very physical match up,
with three yellow cards handed out and
36 fouls being called between the two
teams. During both regulation and in
overtime, the Raiders out shot the
Flames 20-19. After neither team producing a goal in regulation the teams
headed into overtime, but still neither
team was able to muster up any goals.
After playing an entire overtime period
both teams remained tied at 0-0. In
w

w

w

double overtime though the Raiders
dominated the field taking three shots
to the Flames zero. It was in the second overtime that sophomore Jon
McClain became the hero by scoring
his game-winning second goal of the
season. McClain took the shot from 25
yards out and booted it into the top corner, just out of reach of the Flame goalkeeper.
After that exciting finish the
Raiders find themselves sitting at 10-9
on the season and hope to continue
their winning ways as they advance in
the tournament. In the next round the
Raiders will not only have to win to
advance, but they will have to do so by
beating the top ranked and defending
champion University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Panthers. The Panthers pulverized University of Wisconsin-Green
Bay 4-0 to advance to the semis and
will certainly bring some of that same
tenacity into the game against the
Raiders.' If the men were to pull of the
upset over Milwaukee on Friday night.
t

h

e
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they would play in the championship
game on Sunday the 16th in Chicago
against the winner of the Detroit-Butler
game. Either way the team will finish
the season as one of the top four teams.
On top of the success the team is
having on the field right now. the
league honored some of the players
before the tournament even started.
Four of the Raiuer men were named to
the All-Horizon League Men's Soccer
Teams. Coming as no surprise was the
naming of sophomore forward and
leading scorer Paul-Anthony Perez to
the First Team. He has most definitely
stepped into the spotlight since the
injury suffered by standout Ricky
Strong early in the season. Also being
recognized was junior midfielder Troy
Azuogu who was chosen to the Second
Team, while freshman defenseman
Jonah Baskin and frcstiman midfielder
Tony Labudovski were both selected to
the All-Newcomer Team.
Now all the Raiders can do is take
care of business and hope for the best.
i

a

n

o

• Icn's Soccer
W-L-T
UW-Milwaukee

13- 5- 1

Butler

11-6-3

UIC*

10- 7 - 2

Wright State

10- 9 - 0

Detroit

8- 8 - 2

Loyola*

7- 9-2

Cleveland State* 6- 13- 1
UW-Green Bay* 3- 13- 1
Women's Soccer
W-L-T

Detroit

9- 7- I

UW-Green Bay'

9- 9- 1

UW-Milwaukee

9- 9- 1

Loyola

9- 1 0 - 0

Butler*

8- 9 - 2

Wright State*

8 - 10- 1

Voungstown State* 2- 17-0

Volleyball

W- L
UW-Milwaukee

22 4

UW-Green Bay

19 8

Butler

18- 10

Loyola

16

Wright State

15- 12

Cleveland State

16- 15

13

Youngstov. n State

9

UIC

11- 19

17

* = Teams whose seasons
are now done

I ' e Guardian ; I''

Raiders ranked fifth in league play with two matches ramaining
K wis L Day

cranked out 16 kills with 9 digs. Senior
Opposite Kelly Skaro had an excellent
defensive showing of 18 digs as did
Senior Libera Allie Smerz. She led
The WSU Women's Volleyball
both teams with 27 digs. 1-veil though
team experienced an out-of-the-ordithe Raiders collected more kills (76-73)
n; ry trip to Northeastern Ohio this past
and were more efficient ( ">4-,2S6). the
weekend, with matches against CleveVikings proved that service aces are
land State and Youngstown State.
The Vikings of Cleveland State Uni- just as important and can win matches.
The Raiders relumed to the hotel a
versity broke a nine match win streak
bit disappointed. Senior Allie Smerz
favoring the Raiders by defeating them
said.
"1 just don't know what happened.
30-25, 23-30, 34-32. 30-28 on Friday
night. Fortunately, the ladies were able Some people weren't playing as well as
they normally do. but that is no excuse
to prove their strength by bouncinjfor us not to win. Other people need lo
pick up the slaek when that happens in
"Some people weren V play- order
for us to win the Conference tournament.
Tomorrow we will definitely
ing as well as they normally
win because we want i. more."
do, but that is no excuse for
She was definitely right. The
Raiders defeated the Penguins of
us not to win."
Youngstown State fairly easy on Saturafternoon. Four WSU hitters col—Senior, Allie Smerzday
lected double figure kill numbers.
back against Youngstown State Univer- Naseman led both teams with 24 kills
and 11 digs. Tiffin played well once
sity Saturday afternoon. The final
again as she pounded down 17 kills and
score for the match was 30-27, 30-21,
dug ! ? Penguin attacks. Kidd and
32-34, 30-26.
Skaro both IK..' ' kills. Kidd slowed
Junior Outside Hitter McKenzie
the opposition with 8 blocks as well.
Tiffin had a stellar match against the
Sophomore Setter Nicole Scheltema
Vikings of Cleveland State pounding
had a much better performance, collectdown 27 kills with a .365 hitting avering 68 assists. 17 digs, and 4 service
age and digging 14 balls. Senior Midaces. Of course, Allie Smerz led the
dle Hitter Eboni Kidd also played well
Raiders with 18 digs.
in the loss to CSU. She produced a
The Horizon League heads into its
.471 hitting average on top of 17 kills.
last regular season competitions this
The Viking defense concentrated on
weekend. x hen the Raiders will join
Senior Outside Hitter Tricia Naseman,
the other 7 members in Indianapolis. IN
but she still gave it her all as she
for the Conference Tournament the folD %21@wi«M.edu

#

*74 #

Kelly Sluiru(t* <). I'.btmi KMtalO). Tricia \ast-nuui(tt2) ;•< • II/Ifar the M"ck against Butler during
la\t weeks game.

lowing weekend at Butler University's
Hinklc Fieldhouse. As of right now.
the Raiders still stand in fifth place
behind University of'Wisconsin-Milwaukee. University of Wisconsin-Green
Bay. Loyola University and Butler University. Cleveland' State University,
University of Illinois Chicago, and

Youngstown State University fall
behind the Raiders in 6th, 7th, and 8th
places. The Tournament brings out the
best in all teams, therefore making
them equal. Look for the Raiders to do
great things and be well represented
with regular season awards.

t
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Women's Soccer loses heartbreaker
buritst2459@totmalxon
Despite being favored in the first
round of the Horizon League tournament the lady Raiders soccer team
dropped a very close overtime game to
Detroit-Mercy.
The Raiders traveled to Chicago
for a Thursday afternoon match up
against Detroit-Mercy. Ranked 4th
coming in, the Raiders were favored to
beat the 5th ranked Titans. The game
got off to a very quick start, as a lady
Titan was able to penetrate the Raider
defense and score a goal just 97 se onds into the first half. The rest of the
half saw both teams go scoreless, with
neither team being able to muster up
any kind of offense. The Raiders, however, went on the attack early in the
second half as Blair Kaminski scored a
game-tying goal just 3 minutes into the
period. After freshman Rose Nigro
missed on a header attempt, Kaminski
was able to pit the rebound into the
back of the net, knotting things at one
goal apiece. From that point on both
teams were locked into a struggle of
wills and at the en J of regulation,
things were still tied at one goal apiece.
With things heading into overtime
both teams were looking to get their
chance on goal. Unfortunately for the
Raiders the Titans of Detroit did not
have to wait very long for their oppor-

tunity. After just twenty-three seconds
of overtime play the Titans scored a
quick goal and this time it was a golden
one; ending both the game and the lady
Raiders season.
The loss finalized the ladies'
record to 8-10-1, with a mediocre 3-4
mark in league play. Despite a losing
record the ladies did manage to come
close to .500, which is saying something considering the very slow start to
which they got off to. At one point in
the season the lady Raiders were a
mere 2-7-1. By turning things around
they were exciting to watch down the
stretch and salvaged a season.
Before the tournament began on
Thursday, four Raiders were named to
the'v-Ml-Horizon League Women's Soccer Teams. Junior Midfielders Mary
Beth Young and Blair Kaminski were
named to the First team while freshman
goalkeeper Steph Comisar and freshman midfielder Jodie Shoaf were both
named to the All-Newcomer team.
With all of the young talent that they
have the women can now look to next
season, where they will have an older
team, led by six seniors, one of which
will be 2i>01 and 2002 leading scorer
Kim Chianese whom sat this season out
with a knee injury.
Also noteworthy is the fact that
the game ends the Wright State careers
of both Seniors Becky Belcher and
Emily Flohre.

F R O M T H E PLACE
W H E R E T H E BUYBACK
PRICE IS ALWAYS R I G H T .

2812 Colonei Glenn HWY
937.427.333o
Register to w i n w h e n
y o u b u y o r s e l l you>- b o o k s .
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Both swim teams suffer
loses on the road
KarisL Day

Sophomore Ryan Kellerman. who won
the ! -meter and 3-meter events.
Despite the lose the Raiders are
not worrying because they know they
After defeating fellow Horizon
League opponent, the University of Illi- are in good hands with Head Coach
nois Chicago Flames 144-99 last week- Matt Liddy. who was voted the 2003
Horizon League Coach of the Year by
end. the WSU swimming and diving
his colleagues. After a surreal season
teams just could not find a way to claw
last year. WSU has the potential to go
their way past Oakland University this
past w eekend. The Men fought down to above and beyond those accomplishments this season. Ehresman echoed
the wire, but lost 126-115. The Women
these same ambitions when he said, "I
also were defeated but bv a score of
wasn't able to experience last season
138-97.
because I'm new to the program, but I
Overall, the Raiders improved on
would really like to be a great team.
Ihe majority of their times. Freshman
We have the opportunity to win. We
newcomer William Ehresman noted
that "on paper, our events looked much just need to step it up and be prepared."
better when compared to last week's
Both the men's and women's
teams put in long hours, more than S to
meet. A lot of good swims and best
times came out of Friday's competition; 9 practices a week. Their dedication
will begin to pay off. especially in the
they were just faster than us."
months of January and February of
The Women were led by Sopho2004, when the majority of their meets
more Amy Cron and Junior Katie
occur.
So look for more Raider action
Flunter. Cron won her event, the 100when winter quarter resumes and if you
yard Backstroke, and Flunter did the
can get out to one of their two home
same in the 100-yard Breaststroke. On
meets one of which is on the 21st of
the men's side of the competition the
this month and the other, which will be
Raiders won six events featuring an
on the I Oth of January.
outstanding diving performance from
Dayil@w^itedu

Way to go buddy
You finally worked up the nerve to talk to that girl from Piych 101.
but you »tifl sounded Ifte » doo<u; with nothing intelligent to tey
Thrfi «rfwr» wt com* in.

www.ttog4iAttHanonMrw.com
"Workout" Nature of the Job. Growth
Get fit. Get poid.
For part-time Packogt, Handlers at FedEx Ground, it's like a paid workout.
The work's demanding, but ihe rewords are big. Come join our team, get a
weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break a sweat with the nation's
package delivery leader.
„

,,

Qualincatiom:
• 18 yeors or older
• Must bo oble to lift 50

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS

• Abijily to lood, unload.

and sort packages

Men's Basketball:

Saturday F.A Sports All-Stars

Cross C o u n t r \ :

Saturday NCAA Great Lakes Regional

Men's Soccer:

Friday Horizon League Semifinals

Parttin j, 5-doy week
S8.50-9.00/lu to start,

Sunday Horizon League Championship

vchodJod Vain

Apply in person at:
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights. OH 45424

Swimming and Diving:
Volleyball:

Banking with YOU in mind.
• Free Cheeking • tree Debit Card • Free ATMs all over Day ton
• Free Online Banking • Student l oans • Car lx>ans
• No Annual Fee Credit Cards with GrcajJiates
Kettering I Wot (jrrollton I Springhoro I Middlciown
F.vcrytliing wc do, wc do for YOU.
www.rivcrvalltvcu.org • 800-798-0217

RiverValley

Friday UW-Green Bay
Saturday UW-Milwaukec

Fedex.com/us/careors

Total Independence

15 Saturday at Akron

A

$50 Off 1st Month's Rent!

Walking distance to WSU!
»* * m
1450 Spicetree Cir.
Peppertree Villas 429-2900
^
Coupon required on 1st Visit.

Student Discounts!
Save $500 off first months rent!

Breckei uidge

239 Orville Street • Fairbom, Ohio 45324
(937)879-1581

Club Hockey off to a fast start with 8 wins
and take over a game. Basically we
just have a blessed team, with all the
talent that we have here."
Madtes was hesitant to give all the
credit for the team's success to any one
individual. "We don't strive to win
these games 7(points) to 1. it just happens that way. We have a very well
rounded team. Every guy up front can
contribute, and back on the blue line,
they don't give up and inch of ice.
Another big factor is our assistant
coaches Chris Sands. Jason Bouchard,
Chad Morris, and Tony Wolf. With
those guys' help we have far exceeded
where we thought we would be after
only one ye^r back."
The men now look to try and continue the success that they have enjoyed
thus far. "We have a really big game
against the University of Kentucky",
said Madtes. "They are a division II
squad who has had some success.
Another big game will be against Dayton at the end of the season." The
A.C.H.A. will start publishing rankings
this week and the men have a good
chance of being ranked among the top
teams regionally. "Hopefully we'll be
ranked...we just need to keep staying
competitive."

Burksfc>459 *wtmai.cori

The lien's club Hockey season is
well unde r way, and the men are off to
a great start, already compiling a 8-2-1
record against some stiff competition.
In only their second year of competition «ince a lengthy absence, the
Raiders are establishing themselves as
one of the best Division HI programs in
the area.
Speaking with Head Coach Matt
Madtes, one gets the impression that
this season's great start isn't just a
fluke. "We're off to a good start...thc
two games we lost, we were definitely
in...We've been in every t ingle game
this year," says the second year leader.
The two losses tb it Madtes spoke of
came at the hands of the team from
Jackson Community College, who finished last season ranked, 4th in the
nation. The fact that the Raiders could
compete so well with such a high caliber team is a credit to the players that
have developed here in just the last two
seasons. Said coach Madtes. "We are
really fortunate to have such tremendous players...we have guys all over the
ice that just do a wonderful job."

4
#30, Beau York protects the goat in a game earlier this season
The Raiders, who won a close first tributing and all of which do a great
game against Butler on Friday night 3job. Among them are Senior Aaron
2, are nearly halfway through the seaSiehl and freshmen Jon Eubanks and
son. Some of the leaders on the ice
Tyler Miller. Sharing goal-keeping
include freshman Bobby Fleck, who
responsibilities are Freshmen Tyler Mitleads all scorers with 10 goals to his
tlestead and Beau York.
credit thus far, junior Ryan Kraft,
Among the outspoken leaders on
whom also packs a powerful offensive
the team is Sophomore Tony Morris.
punch and junior Der. '< T .pton, who
"He's one of the leaders in the locker
had a seven-point weekend against
room." said Madtes. "But they (Morris
Louisville. On defense, the Raiders
and his teammates) know how to back
have a number of players who are conit up on the ice. They can just step up

WSU PHARMACY
NEXT TO RUSS ENGINEERING

r

R e a s o n s W h y W S U P H A R M A C Y is the QNLY P h a r m a c y You'll Ever Need:
• W e stock m a n y of the popular over-the-counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
• W e receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies a n d medications for
y o u if y o u n e e d us to do so is very easy.
• W e give a 10 percent discount to W S U students.
• W e accept checks, MasterCard. VISA, a n d Discover cards.
• T h e average wait for your perscription is under 10 minutes a n d often
5 minutes.
• W e n o w accept the Wright O n e C a r d - with Flex dollars.
• W e accept virtually any health plan from a n y w h e r e in the United States
•It's easy to transfer prescriptions filled at another pharmacy. Just bring us
the label or bottle a n d we'll call the p h a r m a c y a n d transfer the prescription,
e v e n if its in another state.
• If your doctor is out of the area, prescriptions c a n be p h o n e d in or f a x e d to

A

Hours
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm

Also l o c a t e d in Fred White:
Student Health: x 2 5 5 2
(1st Floor Fred W h i t e )
Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner
Rose Faaan, Nurse Practitioner
Victoria Broaeschore, Nurse Practitioner
C a l l u s at x 3 4 1 4 t o d i s c u s s t r a n s f o r m i n g e x i s t i n g
p r e s c r i p t i o n s or w h a t i n f o r m a t i o n w e will n e e d t o file
an electronic claim with your insurance.
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www.wright.edu/admin/fredwhite/pharmacy/
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-1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in
Acapulco is now offering 3 destinations! Go Loco in Acapulco, Party in
Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com
Vallarta, or get Crazy in Cabo-ail with
and M. vim Magazine! Get hooked up
BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS. "
'-v Oct
with Free Trips. Cash, .md VIP Status as
31 -get FREE MEALS! Organize a
a Campus Rep! Choose from 15 of the
group and travel for FREE. Call for
h 'test destinations. Book early for
details. 800-875-4525 or
FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS and 150";.
www.bianchi-rossi.wm
Lowest Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery, visit
' So many Spring Break companies . . .
www.stiidentcity.com or
Book DIRECT with the established
:all l-8S8-SPRI.\'GBREAK!
leader in Spring Break travel. Better
trips, better prices. Campus represen-1 Spring Break Vacations! HXVv Best
tatives
wanted. INFO/RES: 1-800-367Prices! Mexico, Jamaica. Bahamas,
1252 www.ipringbreakdirect.com
Florida, Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. Campus Reps
!!! BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY '!!
Wanted! 1-800 234-7007
Cruise With 100s Of Students On The
endlesssummcrtours.com
Largest & Wildest Student Party
Spring Break2004 with SIS, America's Cruise! Spend 5 Days In The Bahamas
s i Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,
From $279! Includes Most Meals, Free
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Parties, Port Taxes! Ethics Award WinHiring campus reps. Call for disning Company! www.SpingBreakTravcounts. 1-800-648-4849 or
el.com 1-800-678-6386
www.ststravel.com
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now!
www.Sunchase.com or call
1-800-SUNCH ASE today!
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, NASSAU,
JAMAICA! 7 Nights From $459+ tax!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners, 20-50
Hours Free Drinks! Guaranteed Lowest
Prices & Best Party Schedule. The Only
Spring Break Company Recognized For
Outstanding Ethics! Visit The BEST
Spring Break Site On The Web - View
100.; Of Hotel Videos And Reviews At
www.SpringRreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
*** ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Visit the official website
for spring break '04. The best deals to
the hottest destinations. Group discounts.com or 8(X)-838-8202.
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
"SPRING BREAK** World Famous
Tiki Bar! Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort. 1-800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com "The Fun
Place"

Annouiuement

Fraternities- Sororities- Clubs- Student
Groups. Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour fund raising event. Our free programs make fundraising easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It
works. Contact C mpusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfuudraiser.com

Services
Se has the power to create life, change
life and end life.
www.getTheTruth.net
Top Test Scores? We've got the best
part-time job you'll ever have! The
Princeton Review, the nation's leader
in test preparation, is seeking instructors for upcoming MCAT and SAT
courses. Forward resume and test
scores to info.columbus("'Teview.com
GETTING MARRIED? Call Marcie
Roberts for your custom wedding cake
or other special occasion. Beautiful
cakes at an affordable price. 878-6302

For Sale
1991 BUICK SKYLARK CUSTOM
53K miles, like new, a beauty S2990
OBO one owner, non smoker, V6, auto,
POWER steering, brakes, windows,
seats, door locks. AC, cruise, tilt,
AM/FM stereo, lockable wire wheel
covers. NEW: alternator, battery, muffler, tail pipes, serpentine drive belt.
Pix on http://hired_one.tripod.com
937-438-3252, 937-901-0207 Hersh
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ORGANIZE A SMALL
GROUP AND GET
2 FREE TRIPS!!!!!

AIRLINE
TICKET!
w,!h *v*ry Spring Break p * * * *

I

UmiM tlm* odw. Cktck our m M t i ft* Mjllt!

www.studentexpress.com
Call N O W : 1 . 8 0 0 . 7 8 7 . 3 7 8 7

A m h u rs t
Apartments
- Fail Special L e a s e an a p a r t m e n t on
y o u r First Visit and
S A V E $15 off Rent Price

www.studentexpress.com
Call NOW: 1 . 8 0 0 . 7 8 7 . 3 7 8 7

236-3388
t

h

e

g

u

Help Wanted
Avon/Mark. Sell Avon/Mark it work
or school. Earn up to 50';. commissnu..
Call 427-0176 to speak with Vallerie or
ema li vjed mondsf" sbcgloba!. net
Make Money taking Online Surveys.
Earn S10-S125 for Surveys. Earn $25S250 for Focus Groups.
Visit www.cash4students.com/wright
$11.45 base-appt. guaranteed starting
pay.
Fun work environment with other students. 10-40 hours/week around classes/other job. Co-ops./ Scholarships
awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no
door-to-door sales. No experience necessary, we train. Must have positive
attitude and good pec pie skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
937-436-3580

Speciman Processor positions available in our Laboratory. Tasks include
specimen accessioning and distribution
as well as Micorbiology and Cytology
set-ups. Flexible evening hours! Great
experience for Science majors! Interested candidates may mail or tax an
applicaiton/resume to: Greene Memorial Hospital 1141 N. Monroe Drive;
Xenia, Ohio 45385. Fax: 937-372-4146
gmhjobs@med-health-system.org
www.greene-memorial.org
Musicians. The Salvation Army needs
talented musicians to play seasonal
music at their kettle locations throughout the Miami Valley area. $3.00/hr.
Flexible schedules. Evenings and Saturdays. For more information, please call
Lindsey at Express 435-7607.
Bell Ringers. Warm smiles a must! Earn
Christmas cash while helping others!
Part-time and full-time positions available. Locations in North and South
Dayton. Please call Lindsey at Express
Personnel at 435-7607.
Marketing Company seeks representatives for major communication companies. No experience required.
1-888-336-7042.

Cancun

Included,
You Will Get:.
• Round trip airfare.
• 7 nights hotel accomodations
• Round trip airport transfers
• All taxes N gratuities
• Over 50 Hours of Free Drinks
• Free Wristband for Free Cover
or discounts at the hottest
nightclubs.
• Fiee Welcome er Beach Parties
• FREE MEAL PLAN!!

$739pp/ quad
Call (937) 520-2831
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Sales. A realistic S120K+ first
lining and support provided. 1-800896-5381
Paid C hildren's Ministry Opportunity!
leach 2-6 yr olds Sunday evenings at
the Harvest Christian Fellowship, 2
hours/week, pays $10/hour, vvww.harvestdavton.org. Call Heidi Landes at
623-6721 for more information.
GERBER'S TROPICA! FISH- Partime
employment opportunity / Mornings
and Afternoons. Do you like tropical
fish? Net .1 some extra cash? Come
work for us! We are a local wholesale
distributor of tropical and marine fish
and we currently have partime opportunities available for mornings and
afternoons, averaging 15 hours per
week. Starting pay is $8.00 per hour.
Duties will be to pull and package
shipments of tropical fish, as well as
occasional maintenance on our tanks.
Knowledge of fish helpful, but not necessary. Apply in person, 2279 N.
Moraine Drive, Dayton 937-297-0515.
Bartender Trainees Needed. $250 a
dav • otential. Local positions. 1-800295-3985 ext. 298

For Rent
Furnished Studios. Short term
Available. Just $328.00 Call Today
(937) 878-7758
DAYTON Great Apt's. Perfect For Students & Professionals Near UD &
MV11. Efficiencies & 1 or 2 or 3 bdrm,
C/air, private parking, some with
decks. Call Now .. 369-5339 or
223-9790
Live near UD in newer townhouse
with deck. Fully furnished with washer, dryer, sand volleyball, and pool.
Utilities included. 4 students & only
$225 each/month, 3 students $325
each /month, 2 students $450 each/
month. Super Savings. Call Bessie
836-1361.
For Rent- 2 Bedrooms, 1 1 /2 Baths, living room, dining room, kitchen
equipped with refrigerator, range, and
dishwasher. $600.00/month plus $600
deposit. Call 427-8837

r
Gypsy Camp Coffee House
Grear toffee is in your future.
Honors Dorm 2nd Floot
Sunday - Thursday
2pm - 10pm
(937)775-3170

Classified ads start at just
$4 for students!
lust Call 775-5537 or visit our office
in the Student Union.

Mission
To prepare successful and ethical leaders capable of
making valued contributions within the global mat
kct place; to advance knowledge through research;
and to provide professional, cntrepi :ncurial. and
economic development assistance to individuals,
businesses, organizations, and govemmet? in th
greater Miami Valley and the state of Ohio,

Values
• Commitment t o innovation
• Continuous improvement in all wc do
• Communication skills, analytical skills,
information technology, as.d ethical decision
making as i: onsk pan* of the teaming proccs*
• lesumvork and respcur for each other
» lifelong learning for faculty, staff, students,
and alumni
• Glolsal perspective
• Commitment to the liberal arts for a
sound education
• A quality learning environment
• Commitment to diversity

"I care deeply about our students and I have an open-door policy. Everything wc do hire is t,
gjvc our students a solid foundation to be successful ami ethical leaders for the 2! M century.
We provide students with the skills businesses tell me they need: an understanding of business
theory and real business issue;, effective communication and critical-thinking skills, comfort in
teaming new technology, and the ability to work in a team.
Wc constantly work with the business community to create a collaborative learning
environment where students, faculty, and business l a d e n learn from each other Ifyoo'rcthinking about a career in business, consider Wright State University"
Betkwood M. Farmer
Dean, Raj Soin College of Business

Calvin Klein Jeans
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